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problems of pe3s0mel i-m.agel1ent. md, training, in public

" zzz:^io::z a*::dprivate.fj.riis in afhica ■, --

Introduction ;

1. Recently during a workshop at an Institute -of Public Administration

in West Afrjca; an expatriate office management spoke about her staff

problems. There was friction and jealousy among several members of

different tribal origine Individuals were responsive to specific

requests but, left on their u?m, did not :;how initiative or take

responsibility. So:,:-; hai minimal work skills. Others did not use.

effectively-th-3 skills thoy had- Th.3 level" of efficiency and productivity

was lower than it1 f;hou.!.c\ 1-o»

2. The sar.e wed: an ^.-/.^-criate instructor in public administration -\

commented on his dif:icun.ti gs i :•> tc^ohin^ a group of students preparing

.fox. ..go'verier, aril: sor-vio^.7;; There' appeared to be a lack of interest on

the part of many, l'o r-o'-o wit?.1, syrr/pathy of their- language difficulties

and observed t-l\at ov vo uiirr.j n% i'roa h'o.lid;..y^ sone had regressed in. their,

facility'with En^Hsli. The students appeared to lack Tcotivation for

they did not sec^'t.. reach out to the 'subject. Their reading was limited

to- preparation foi' e^£^- nntloiis, At'timr-s he was doubtful whether they. .

would1 be able to run a ^o

1/ The Ford Fou>\dr.i:.on i: i private, non-profit philanthropic organization

established in t>>o .U..i:.tjd States ii;i 19.36 by the late Henry Ford,, founder of

the Ford Motor Ooi;^,uiyr ,■-£ hij son. the late Edsel Ford, It is an independent

organization vritn no coTi-.^Tion with the Ford tiotor Company and without

commercial, reltgio,.;, pclitA evil or govsririenl affiliations. The Foundation

is governed by ^ boara o_' P.raerioans who are leaders in education, the

professions and buainonr,.

■The br-oad aj\: of i:hc Tcr.-O. JVjur.c^tion :■ ;■ "J;o advance human welfare". ..It's

purpose is e:o-c-s.:l 1 vi fivo ^ro^Tt.^^ objaotivaaj the expansion and improve

ment of eduoai-LoU; the adv.inc-sn.eivfc of economic well-being; the strengthening

of■ democratic ins^'.tutioriR and processes, tho promotion of international,

understanding .and \:n:c\,l p^r-.cs , .:-,nd the enlargement cf scientific''knowledge.

The Fcundati ^.1 ectaLli^heH ^.1 Overseas Development Program in 1951,

The ain of this programme is to assist developing nations, at their request, to

establish and otrengthan -education;, tra.i ning and'economic and governmental

institutions that z*?e sj gir.-Ci ca:: t to the leng range growth of" these nations.

Grants and services to Africjivi C-cvernmGrita and their institutions and agencies

are arranged upon approval of the Board cf Mreotors in New York through field

offices in La ^-o a, Nigeria; Nairobi; Kenya. Cairo? Egypt; and Tunis, Tunisia,
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3. Comments such as these can in some form and degree be heard

everywhere in the world for they are derived from a common concern of

personnel management. In Africa, however, they have a unique flavour

and urgency due to historical circumstances and the rapidity with which

change is talcing place.

4. The most commonly heard complaints are fundamentally alike in

public organizations or private firms.. One needs but to listen to the

conversations of administrators and supervisors to note how frequently",

they refer to difficulties with their subordinates in terms of. attitudes,

behaviours and.habits of work. Those in charge complain of lack of

initiative, lack of self-direction, failure to take responsibility,

unwillingness to co-operate with others and errors in judgement. There

is less reference to insufficient knowledge and lack of specific skills.

5. Though the difficulties presented by problems of employee attitudes

and behaviours are common to public organizations and private firms, they

are for several reasons more critical in the public sector. This is

because the government organizations in Africa are generally larger .and

employ more personnel. The control of government and public corporations

passes to persons of indigenous origin upon independence. The replacement

of expatriates takes place more rapidly. Hence the general character of

such organizations and their operation quickly respond to the influence

of local customs and conditions. In private firms, with related or " '

controlling offices in other countries, there is a tendency to retain a

substantial expatriate staff at least in key positions. Long range

considerations of.public relations and economic factors such as savings

in transportation costs and extra subsidies do press the non-indigenous

private firm to localize its personnel as well. But the process of doing

so tends to be more gradual. Hence the effect upon the organization's

self-image, its internal discipline and operation and its interaction with

the community is less likely to be an immediate or as far-reaching.

However, as the private firm does employ persons of local origin in

increasing numbers it too is confronted with difficulties similar to

those in the public sector.
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6. These difficulties reflect the"-'sharp contrast between attitudes,

practices,Lforms .and the expectations of individuals in traditional

African societies with those of the organizations which have been brougli't '

from elsewhere or have developed.,within African-societies during the:

prese.nt century.. The problems are rooted in psycho-social realities which

are normally given, little consideration and are seldom taken into account.-;.

.,„ in.discussions on training, .These, realities cannot, however, tie. ignored if

an organisations ..whether public, or private, is to function well* Further-

mrPr.e..tlley c.all for a major revision in.the attitude, toward training and

training practices. This, will,become . more apparent if; we examine some ■

of ."the,, characteristics of organisations in Africa and the..difficulties . \< j

which, confront management. ■. ■ . .- - ...--. ■ : : : - ;

The organisation and its meaning.- to its members

7- A civil service .system,, a government .corporation, or-a .private firm-,1.:

consists of persons who have some pattern of relationship to each other =■■■■

and who perform tasks which contribute toward attaining a goal, that is, ..

fulfilling the functions for which the organization exists. Like a family

or a tribe an organization has group characteristics and the members have,

attitudes1 toward and feelings about it. If the members understand the

organisation's purposes ami feel they are'a part of it they are more. ,

likely to do their work well and to help each other when co-operative

effort is neededc

8. Experiences with several civil systems showed how little most of,the

members felt identified with or emotionally committed to the organizations.,,

of which they were a"part," The services were in the process of becoming

indigenously staffed organisations, or were already so? and yet there was .

little evidence of group feeling or enthusiasm. This lack was shown in

the tendency of officials to see their particular work in isolation rather

than as a part of a co-ordinated effort. Many individuals did only the.

minimum work needed to get by. There were tendencies to blame rather than

help other staff members. Officers of as high a level as the administrative,

class were'known to neglect files, to dawdle over their work, and to avoid.,.
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responsibility. There was much behaviour which reflected an attitude

that may be expressed as: "take care of yourself without concern-for

the organization or the public",

9. It was sometimes stated that the service aroused no membership

feelings because the work had in the past been viewed as a "white man's

job". This had of course been true, for until independence the important

posts as well as many others were held by expatriates. It may be significant

that in the minds of some members the organization when staffed by Africans

remained the white man's kind of work. For in the nature of its functions,

in its organizational structure and in its practices a civil service is

in large part an imported system. The behaviours required of the members

have little similarity to those called for in the traditional types of

work. Hence because it is largely without indigenous roots ana because

it was more or less imposed upon another and different way of doing work

many of the members have no feeling for the civil service or the way tasks

are expected to be done within the system.

10. One characteristic of a strong staff organization is that the

objectives, the structure, the procedures and the roles of the members

are understood and accepted by those who are a part of it. Such knowledge

helps each person to know what he is supposed to do and to see his job

in relation to the work of others. It helps the individual to feel he has

a place in the system. This contributes to morale.

11. What materials are available to give a member the information he

needs? This, of course, varies with each organization. In one system

there was a short general pamphlet about the civil service which might

have been written about any system. There was a directory of administrative

officers, issued quarterly to keep up with changes in posting. This was

read regularly with interest. There was a loose-leaf booklet of general

orders, presumably brought up to date by inserts, some of which were

always missing. The bulk of the content was now very appropriate for it

dealt with practices and services before independence. There was a booklet

of financial orders heavily weighted toward the past for most of the

information referred to conditions of service for expatriates. These
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materials were not likely to foster an African's identification with or

to give him an unders'tafiding of the orgartiz'ati'oh. :-- - -~ ■

if'. The need to help the' members understand and feel themselves to be a>

part of the organization may be especially important in Africa. A colonial

official who'came from' the culture'in which the system for which 'he ■

worked originated, and who was in an alien environment, was likely to be

strongly identified with the service which brought him there. The African

staff member, on the other hand, is in his own home environment where he *

has other strong loyalties and demands. On the job he is often expected

to behave in ways which are contrary to the practices with which he has

grown up and which ate sometimes in direct conflict with traditions. He-

is expected to arrive or. time and to keep at his job until closing timev'"

He is- often called upon to assume much personal-responsibility. He may ,

be expected to.keep on working,when there is great confusion about kinu, ._ ,a

He may.-;find it necessary to bo friendly and to co-operate with individuals-.

from other tribal- gToups,. whom in his own environment he would have ignpred,

He aay.be expected to dispose.quickly of relatives and friends who interrupt

his work, a most discourteous behaviour in terms of traditional values,^,y;/ -,-.-

The entire .organization of- the office,. the approach to problems, and .t£e^u;,.

group atmosphere are new, ■ Under these circumstanceB.it would seem-sensible.,.

to have periodic staff meetings. Each individual could explain his:work ■■-,;

no that-all the others know what he does, There could be discussion pf-

problems involved in getting the work done and agreement on standards-fop - ;

ffffice behaviour. Too frequently it is the boss alone who is concerned with

the problems of office behaviour because no effort has been made to have

the staff members share the responsibility.

13, One must sympathize with the leadership of an organization in transition,

Individuals in .ke-y posts are called upon to exert superhuman effort to attend

to all" things at once in order to keep the system going. Yet if we are ,to -

be diagnostic about the management problem we must recognize - that a .ma,J03? '.. t.

source of difficulty is that ma.ny of the members in ,the organization do no-fe,

feel they belong to it* They do not..know what. it .is all. about and do-not-oq

feel that whatthey do makes a difference. . . . . ■■ ' .o
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The nature of the communication within the organization

14» A second way to look at the problems which confront management is* to

examine the nature of the communication within the organization,, Do people

have the information to make sensible decisions? Is there opportunity to

discuss problems so that there can be co-ordinated action? Dp individuals

feel free to ask for and to .give help to e^.ch other? The answers to

questions such as these have much to do with how the system functions

and the quality of the work performed,. Furthermore, communication does

not take place by some independent and. inevitable process. It has to be

nurtered as a lubricant to efficient operations. In this respect we may

think about it in two dimensions, the group and the interpersonal*

15• The necessity for r.inuti ng and record-keeping in the civil service

is obvious* One sometimes wonders, however, if minuting developed as-a.; ■

means of avoiding talking about problems, since it so frequently seems

to be the only co-ordinating device used* In the civil service one can

find executive and clerical officers, even those in charge of subordinate

groups, who had never experienced a staff1 meetings However most African ...

societies have nome type of meeting 'and give attention to the problems/of

participation and membership; it appears that it is primarily the .. .-

organization with alien.forma and practices which ignores problems such : ..

as these, where at the same times attention is most needed if-new group - .:

standards are to bo developed, . . ; v. . ■ .

16. The practice in many organisations appears to be to issue a general

notice or to pass down orders through the line by word of mouth or memo.

A lack of public discussion of difficulties in implementing and applying

policies adds an extra burden to organisations already under stress.

Information is often inarrurately transmitted or misunderstood by the

receiver* Rumour increases confusion. The result is frequently a lack

of sensible co-ordination between different parts of the organization. ;;

In one case, for example, an.administrative division had laid down a ■■:." ■

policy that, medicine" could only.be distributed quarterly. The health '

officer in another division pointed out that an epidemic could exhaust
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the supply in the first week of a quarter. There might /be no other need ,

during the year, hut the next supply would not he available until the

new. quarter.

17, ■'■ Another difficulty in relying solely on written directives is

that they can more easily he ignored than decisions and policy statements

which follow discussion. For instance in one civil service system there

had been a directive asking each ministry to appoint a training officer

to carry out specific tasks. It appeared later on visiting the office of

each ministry that in public works there was full-time officer as had been

customary, in several others an individual had been designed as training

officer and in some instances there had been no. appointment at all. .

There had been no discussion of what they were to do and no allowance

made for their already overburdened schedules. One appointee as much as

said he had no intention of doing anything. The directive might as well

not have been issued.

18, Several years ago in connexion with a project in developing a

training program in Western Nigeria Civil Service an experiment was

undertaken aimed'at improving communication and co-operation in the

organization. A series of monthly meetings known as public service forums

was organized. The programmes were planned by a representative committee^

under the supervision of the chief of the service. The total administrative

and professional staff was divided into two sections because of the numbers

involved and- programmes were presented for each group on consecutive, days,

19, One program in the public service forum series which may be of

interest- dealt with the relationships with the public and between officers

in the service. Several Nigerians using their own experiences developed a

sequence of dramatic scenes which were played spontaneously. After the

scene had been played the audience was divided into small groups to analyze

and discuss the problems involved. Reports from these groups provided the

basis for plenary discussion and a.summary.
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20. Another public service forum programme brought together, a panel of

officers representing the ministries involved in siting} building and

operating a government hospital. Each commented on the steps to be .taken

"by his ministry in such a project and the problems involved. The panel

members then asked each other questions and exchanged views on the

difficulties they encountered in working with each other. The audience

was encouraged to join in with questions and to comment further.

21. At; the close* <xf each, public service forum the audience was .asked

to. rate, anonimously the session and to comment on reactions to the programme.

The positive responses gave evidence of the staff's need and desire .to talk

about common problems. There were, of course, a few persons who felt r

negatively. The committee also reflected some difference of opinion, A

few members felt that a meeting could not really be productive without

a previously distributed paper to which the audience could address questions.

Others felt that there are positive outcomes when people share concerns and.

exchange ideas about the problems which daily confront them, whether or not

the discussion can be reduced to firm conclusions and broad generalizations.

Involved were two approaches to the problems of learning, an issue to which

there will be later reference.

22.. Let us now look briefly at the problems of person to person communication

in the organization. How well are instructions given? Are they understood?

What happens when.something goes wrong? Generally what is the quality of

the,, conversation, or interviewing to use a more formal term? There are

many ways to think about this. The language difficulty comes to mind

first. Beyond the language problem is the more general difficulty in

listening attentively to what another person is saying and in communicating

clearly what one intends to say. An experiment can be made in that respect

by asking each of the individuals engaged in an argument to each time

recapitulate what the other had said (and to his satisfaction) before he

replies. When this exercise is used in training it is surprising how

frequently the speaker refuses to accept the listener:s interpretation of

what he has said. Perhaps the human tendency is to be thinking of one's

reply rather than trying to understand the other person. Beyond this
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difficulty ti^ere are the barriers to communication imposed by status--■■;;;.

differences which loom very large in many organizations. Finally the,re.

are also the barriers created by problems, of trust, between members pf ,

different tribal groups and between the African and the expatriate.

23, As a training device a demonstration has been used to increase -

sensitivity to the problems of communication. The demonstration calls-

for one of the trainees to stand some distance from the group and to ■ !

twice instruct the members to draw sets of squares, once in a. situation

of one-way communication and once in a situation of two-way communication.

The first time the instructions are given without interruption. When .■ :

this has been done the,elapsed time is recorded and the trainees are asked

to guess how many squares, they have drawn accurately. The second time :

the instructions are given to draw a comparable but different set of -

squares the trainees may interrupt and freely ask for repetition and. ..■:

clarification. Again the elapsed time.is recorded. The trainees are - ..

then shown the two models which,have been described and each individual.:

scores the accuracy of his drawings. ; The results are recorded on a *■ . :

chalkboard so one can compare the differences between the one. and two-way

communication, in time required, in guessed accuracy (confidence) and;. ■

actual accuracy. The group analyzes the experience and its implications, to

such staff situations as the giving of instructions, interviwing, etc.

24, The demonstration provides the trainees with experience with some-

fairly obvious but neglected principles. Two-way communication takes . :,

considerably more time. The recipient of instructions when, given, ■ ■, :

opportunity to ask questions has more confidence that he has understood.

Two-way communication results in greater accuracy when instructions are ■

carried out. IiThether the extra time required is justified by the increase

of confidence and accuracy is, of course, a matter each individual must -

decide for himself in each situation,

25. ?he demonstration generally brings out the results indicated. But

there are also some noteworthy exceptions. Sometimes in groups of a junior

grade, the trainees guess they are as accurate when not permitted to ask
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questions as when they are allowed to do so. One can accept that in such cases

language difficulties may affect the results but such an explanation;'

seems, to be an oversimplification.. ■

26, 'The behaviour of the individual who gives the instructions suggests

other factors that may be involved. Often when he is asked' to repeat; to

explain and to elaborate because some persons have not understood him'

his manner changes. The tone of his voice may become sharper,. He alters

his posture. He may give many signals that he is irritated even if he

. does not actually lash out in words as sometimes happens.. Apply this

to the office. Who is going to irritate the boss by asking questions or .

offering counter-suggestions if he appears to be annoyed thereby?- Better

to -take a chance on doing things wrongly than to offend. Here" we may have

a key to many of the problems of co-mmunication which authority figures,,

whether expatriate or African .encounter. In many African societies ' '"

subordinates were strongly indoctrinated from childhood to be polite'and

obedient, and to ask no questions. Some cultures went so far as to'forbid

the junior person to look at the Senior person in the face when talking

to him. Emphasis on status in a colonial service often only added an'

additional layer to an already existing pattern. The situation does not

necessarily change with independence*

27. Human beings tend to behave in the manner to which they have become

accustomed. If an individual has been expected to* obey and to ask no '

questions it is confusing to him to be asked to think independently. One

learns to use initiative and to take responsibility in the same manner as

one learns to be obedient and to follow directions. Initiative and

responsibility are more difficult to develop, however, because they call

for feelings of self--confidence and a sense of freedom to act independently.

28. There are no simple answers to the problems of communication in the

organization. Nor will the difficulties disappear by being ignored.
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The structure and .job definitions

29. ■ A third way to, look at the problems which confront management is to

examine the coherence of the organization and the clarity of work

:a,3signiRents. , ■

30. "Most organizations -just grow, IJew staff is .added as the work load

becomes too heavy or there-is-demand for..a new, service. An individual

is given an assistant. A new/department, is created, to .fill ..the gap,p

There is seldom an analysis of the total operation or a revamping of the

Structure. Torstudy and rationalize the operation appears to require

resources, time and effort which cannot be spared from the work to "be

■ done., Furthermore , organizations: rapidly become encrusted with rituals

-..and, traditions and. to overhaul.them would disturb and irritate some'Staff

.members,-.The difficulties become greater as the organization increases

in sjlze «■;-., A-degree, .of autonomy remains necessary if there is to be

.creative wprk and adaptation to unique circumstances. At the same' time

there is need for some standardization of practices if there is to "be any
' r -■---■. . ... . ■ ■ ■ :. ; *

.degree.of coherence and efficiency. .
■'- ■■■-■"■■-■ ■ .-.. .. ■ . - . . . ■■.».

31'; : 'Crvll service systems in newly independent.countries ref^e.c.t:_t_hese

problems 'of growth. While reorienting to new., conditions and exfian_<ling

service's they must at the same time deal.with unresolved difficulties

-':inhei*Ke""d from a colonial service. Let us consider, a small but

ampor"tarit example relating to" registry practices in two.Gi.V-il ^

systems. '--In both systems there were complaints of di^orgariiz.atio.n in

"procedures, delay, misfiling and lost files. . Procedures varied■ tn^ om

one office to another even within the same ministry. .At the ; same ;Jj.me

new clerks rwere being added-. Others, were being transferred. from,.office to

office with no advance preparation and with little assistance once on a new

job. This was a.situation in which standard procedures would seem sensible,

32. Our training-staff undertook -to-prepare. a short intensive cpur.se in

office procedures. We-found an important resource, in the wprk.of. a-

competent organization and methods man who .had been studying,and.trying

to "standardize the registry procedures,. Eventually with his ai.d and an

analysis of the work being performed in several- registries we were.able to
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develop a sequence of lessons. These provided an overview of the reasons

for and the functions of a registry and a series of exercises in such

skills as reading and sorting, classifying and recording, selecting

appropriate titles, the mechanics of filing and indexing, and organizing

a staff for efficient 'work flow. In addition to .this sequence of lessons

and other information relevant to "office practice ¥e included a series

«f' training experiences dealing1 with human relations. • . ;;■. : \

i3.; It is worth commenting further on this experience to illustrate the

extent of the human relations problems. On one occasion a meeting" of-

senior secretaries was called to discuss the registries. It was a"mixed

.group, half expatriate and half African, to which the organization and

methods specialist presented a reasonable statement of his suggestions

and the reasons for his proposals. In the hour and a half discussion

which followed the proposals were actually" given scant attention*' tlrey

were used.as a springboard for a display of debating skills.1 "It appeared

that a number of individuals had come to prove their erudition, to establish

*heir adequacy and to vent their none too veiled aggressive feelings'"on

others; It"was"evident that underneath many were anxious and.using;their

attacks to hide this from themselves.1 More ground.would have been covered

ty recognizing that they were'worried about their roles and by dealing

with these problems which were very- real' to -them instead of masking them

yn'der'the crlrtak' of talking about registries, a It salso appeared that the

cnjy way some individuals could' maintain their individuality was.by

flinging''to small points which made the standardization of. procedures

difficult. When we subsequently prepared, the course we devoted a half

hour in one session to describing these minor; differences,

34, The definition of jobs in a registry' office and an analysis of the

required skills are minor tasks when compared uith'the vast problems of

studying large: organizations in government, or industry*.. There are, many

facets involved, such as-analysis of the purposes and activities of-

differentvdivisions in the system as they.relate to the organizational

Objectives and to the functions and activities of the other divisions.

Then there is the further analysis Of the work in each division, determination
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of those, areas in which practices.can better be standardized, and those

in which a large measure of variation in procedures is1 advisable. A

: further step is the description of jobs in terms of the study which

has been .made. With this there may. be an analysis of un-inet staff

needs and the projection of plans for training programmes to meet

such needs. . ■

35. Studies of this nature have been and are being made in a variety

of government organizations in Africa. This:is an area in which the -

Ford Foundation has given considerable assistance. At the request of '

Governments there have been many studies of civil service systems'and' "

their problems of organization, of staff.needs and of staff development,

in both west and east Africa. In many instances the studies have been

.followed with additional assistance at the request of the Governments. -

Sometimes, this takes the form of grants for capital development. ... Generally

the services of programme specialists are provided. They may serve as ■

advisers to the Government in staff development or manpower utilization.

Others assist in the development of civil service training schools, or

institutes of administration. In a number of instances Governments have

also" been provided with a team of Job analysts. Such analysts, study ■

administrative practices and functions in the light of changes which have

taken place as a result of independence. They then develop charts of the

organization and job descriptions for each type of post covering the major

duties--and responsibilities of the post and the qualifications required
for the work.

36. The problems of.personnel administration are aggravated without' a "
clear definition of functions and a description of jobs. A lack:of such

information makes for incoherence in the system. It is neither possible

to fix re3ponsibility nor to plan adequate programme of training. "

The individual

37.. A fourth way to look at the .problems which- confront management "is to

think of the individual members of the organization. What are they like?:

What difficulties do they have? How do their difficulties affect their ■>■

performance? A few examples may be enlightening.
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38, The African personnel manager of a large expatriate firm told

of a young clerk who began with great promise. ID 3 work indicated that

he was a good prospect for advancement. After a year his performance

began to deteriorate and it grew steadily worse. "It took "me two weeks

and several interviews to get at the difficulty", the manager said*

"The man had come to us from a distant village with a wife and child.

They lived in a rented room and could just manage on his income,. The-n

his father sent a younger sister for..him to put through school. He had"

borrowed money for her clothes and school fees, Now he was heavily in

debt and his wife was expecting a baby".

39° .There was a young man working for an-organization in Lagos. The

apathetic and routine way in which he worked, which would have been

unacceptable to many employers, reflected his inner conflict. Over a

period of .time he told his story. He had been "brought to the city at

fourteen by an older brother. He had"moved from job to job until he

became established. After fifteen years he appeared to have no roots

and he spoke of no friends. He said he had returned once to his village

eight, years before and remained a month. Asked why he had never returned

since he- said; "Everyone expected me tc give''something: I gave everything

I had. I can't afford to gc back again";

4O0 These were men in lower categories of work but of sufficient ability

and skill to move forward if tlisir energies were available for their -

work rather than being consumed ^oy personal problems,,

41. Several men have discussed the price of breaking tradition.

Perhaps even more'disturbing is the sense of personal guilt and the

feeling that one has betrayed something important in one's life which .

accompanies a sharp break with the past*

42, Money is only one of many problems which confront the African who

moves to a post beyond tho daily work of hie childhood environment* To

the family and friends who remain at home he is the man whe "made good".

He is therefore expected to be a leader in his group. He should take ^i

important role in traditional functions. It is only right that he cares
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for his 0,";. relatives and frier.ds if there are appointments which he

can make or if he "ito .In a position to'utilize important contacts. . It

is in keeping with tr.aditirn that' he use hi a added advantages to enhance

the' situation" of those at home. At' the sane time, they, never having

shared in experiences which"' he cannot communicate to them; never having

seen the world in which he studied and having no insight into the

■ nature .of the unfaniiir.r system in which he" works cannot identify with"

his.,nev-r aspirations, v.uw the choices he has to make or sense the"'conflicts

which: may-,be-, with"'.'A Uirr.. ... . ■ '

43c During a roueht rorkchop, a group of ea^t and west Africans from

government a::-d 'iTdv^trv/ &.£tor a £qv meeti^, broke through defences

nf nutual distant arri r^^cn.CL differences and talked about themselves,.

At-first taey'discu-.frou typical ditiiculties such as finding competent and

reopon-e::.:ile c^oorcittat^. c^'^^i: Vie TOik done and the perennial problems

of corrupt;.or: ^ri dz:zand\- ?ci>' special privJ.iogo* Then they spoke at a

more personal iov'olc ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

44» . Timo aad zigzAr^ e:oUc;|.-tl/ or "by implication,- these men .referred .to

the choices ^.-hich --.-.jet t,.; .nade daily between the assumption and values of

an ordered pest and -jhe ch-Jlen^es of an uncertain future. Dr... T.A.Lombo

of the AEO h'j2i;Xt*l -j.n Ib.^ea-ia,. co^-e-ted en this point when speaking on

the problems of ir.i-..-: d-.p/is in f- uhanginF African-culture. . He referred

to a conversation v±tr. - ^lillSi.nt travel-t.i.ty Graduate who had found . ■

the stress oi ^ vjd.r.'i:^ ^br.^e. -'.o.- groat and who had returned because of

an emotional tre^Vdr-m.. < ■'- one point lie had ae1:ed. the young-man,- which1- ■

he would ohoofv^ id - c.'u"."..- cr --. y-.x-c? cular. £.uu3et which represented his.1.

own cultural h^ri --.r'j.c* ^..'.■3 > cv.r^ mc-11 had pondered for a time and said' ■ -

"I cannot choose. 7 od-nrv uhoe,;et;D ...

45- For. HK.&-G r..'i7J.^> i.'.-.o ntross i3>jot -so great, or perhaps because'

of-a luGT-e.-ocv^ rirJx-jrj tj.3 reaction to :.+ j.E not so upsetting. Yet"

for all t^ore ai\. Mv, ccr,-:n-_u-j e-:porisi?c?s vhi ch demand balancing' '

positives and uc^a^es and rcccncUing the old and the new.' Who knows

how much energy this takecand how.much the stress-reduces efficiency?
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Some "become lost, others retreat in a different way to lose themselves in

the Tillage or become the unhappy and inadequate drifters who move from

job to job until they can hold none. Some denounce the old ways and

try to outdo the expatriate in western behaviour. Others denounce the

new ways.

46. There are also many who come to grips with the problems. One night

an African leader said: "Yes, I have become an internationalist. I live

in two worlds in neither of which I fully belong. For I have had to

create for myself another world which lies in between". Where are the

models for this world? With whom is this man to identify? What are the

precedents for behaviour? There are none. He is a pioneer. He is

required to. use and to build upon resources within himself, to reconcile

.and to integrate from two ways of life that which is appropriate to the

present. Management cannot deal with the many kinds of problems of staff

members which they alone can solve. Sometimes, however, through its

policies and practices management can give individuals sufficient under

standing and support to enable, them to work out solutions for themselves.

Whether or not it is able to do so management which does not recognize

that the staff members have problems as human beings will have little

understanding of the forces which influence efficiency and productivity.

For in the final analysis a staff consists of persons who are called

upon to apply their energies and thoughts to getting work done.

Management and training

47' A government? a state corporation or a private firm is an

organization of people engaged in tasks which serve a common end. In- ■

Africa, such an organization is confronted with membership problems

because it is in many ways different from social systems with which the

members are familiar and expects behaviours to which they are unaccustomed.

Such an organization is also characterized by complex problems of

communication. Frequently the organization lacks clear definition of

functions and adequate job descriptions. Furthermore the people who

make up its membership are confronted with many problems which divert
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energy and thought from their work. These are psyche-social realities,

which concern, management everywhere in the world. In Africa, because of

the particular'circumstances of history they appear in exaggerated form.'"

48. , Broadly defined, the function of training is to improve staff ,...,.

performance, in order that ,the organization will function with optimum .. .

efficiency -and productivity. Training is therefore concerned with the .

individual's preparation for and orientation to the job and the situation .

in which he w-ill work. Training seeks also to upgrade his performance

as: he- continues to work.' Training should also be concerned with the .

frganization (or groups within it) as the subject of training for as has .

been indicated many, of the problems which interfere with staff performance

rest in group attitudes, group standards and difficulties in co-ordinating

the activities of numbers of persons.

49.. . In .whatever context, and at whatever level training takes place ..it ..

must: .give attention to attitudes and behaviours as well as technical. .

skills for these are inextricably interwoven in the employee's performance.,

Information and technical skills are not separate entities apart from the.

.person who uses them. Training needs therefore to focus on the develop-,

ment of a.person who- uses knowledge and skill as an integral part of his .

makeup in the occupational context. - ;

5$. " Before examining some training problems in Africa it should again'-■

be pointed out that the basic difficulties are fundamentally similar in ■

government organizations and private firms, In a specific context '■-....

there.are, howeverj some important differences. Public organizations

being .larger establish their ovm institutions such, as civil service . ....

training.'s-chools and institutes of public administration. They may secure

foreign,assistance;to supplement public funds- -Private firms tend,to,

rely-more heavily on in-plant and job training and may often be able; to ..

give-sore individual attention to the r\e^ employee. It is unusual ■,to find

a-private firm, able \o maintain a training institution unless -there Is ..-,

a home ,office .or affiliated organization abroad which provides help.v .....

, Private firms also rely in so far as possible upon.public institutions

for.the training of upper level staff, ■ ,
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The attitude toward training.

51,■■ One aspect of the training, problem,in Africa is the attitude toward

training. Small,budget allocations and the low position of the training

officer and his staff (if there is one) in the administrative hierarchy

reflects a common attitude in the civil services. There may also be a

full time training assignment in public works suggesting that training

is perceived, primarily as being concerned with manual skills, Many

ministries appear to believe that the problem has been taken care of by

designating an individual to be responsible for training regardless of

or... the burden of other dutiesa

52. Reference to training by individuals in the administrative classes

of the public a^^vioo or di tne management level in private industry.,

except for a fow firms, is usually in terms of orienting the new employee _

or improving the work of individuals at lower levels in the organization.

The development of personnel at higher levels is referred to chiefly in

connexion with travel abroad, university education or participation in

staff college. pro.grasmes. There appears to be. little awareness that

training can Vr, a process which takes place within the organisation itselfj

in which, perhaps with consulting assistance, staff members through

analysis and discussion of the problems of operation can develop new

understandings -f their jobs and improve functioning of the system. Yet'-

the problems within the system itself can provide the best source of- ' ^

training materials and the quickest avenue to improving staff performance*;

53, There a>po.'.rs to be, an underlying assumption that anyone familiar

with a subject ccn dc. training without regard to his communication skills

or his knowlecl-rj :of the conditions under which learning takes place.

The result is that.rmch that passes for training consists of a giving af

talks by indi.vicu^G who may stress a particular bias and may or may no't

leave .time for the asking of questions. There are examples of training

schedules which consisted of four or five lectures daily with no attention

to program «c^i>-.icj except that'the topics sounded as though they were

related. It appeared as though the training officer had scheduled a course,

and being pressed by other demands, booked speakers as he could find them.'
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Attempts to really evaluate what trainees learn and how they use the

information the obtain when on the job appears to be rare,

,54. ' The attitude.toward training often implies that knowledge as a

source of personal sat; -.faction and in itself, has a merit beyond that

which, serves useful ends. This is of long and respected tradition, a^

worthy, approach for leisure or academic halls, but scarcely of direct

help to organizations in need of improved functioning. There is related to

this point a view an assumption that the individual of broad general

knowledge will be able to transfer his academic work habits, insights-,,

understandings and skills' to new! situations. This may or may not be true.

There is considerable'research to at least cast doubt upon such, an

assumption. Perhaps of more relevance to this discussion is the influence

' this view has upon instructional method. It appears to lead many to

believe that experience-based training which begins with the identification

and analysis of specific situations is somehow of interior quality and

only appropriate for those who appear to be incapable of discussing

abstract material and generalizations. This point of view may in part

' account for the limited interest in instructional method and the belief

that anyone can teach if he only knows the content. The results, however,

frequently appear to be a bias toward stuffing individuals with more or

less digested information whether or not it is relevant. An extreme

illustration is t\e comment of an Israeli specialist in poultry

production who after relating some experiences with, and his concern

for, his African understudy said: "He has had an advanced course in

1 poultry production and he can tell you all about cock-fighting in the

eighteenth century but knows little about taking care cf chickers".

The training staff . ■

55. A second aspect of the training problem is that most individuals "

engaged in instructional activity at higher levels are subject matter

specialists of foreign o-i?i^ The acute shortage of trained persons,

of local origin and the growing need for personnel will cause this to

be true for many years to come„
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56. The foreign subject matter specialist is handicapped by his limited

knowledge of the local environment and a lack of insight into the nature

and problems of his students. He is highly trained in a field of knowledge

and oriented to giving information and leading discussion in reference to #

its content. The materials he uses are cast in the traditions of his own advanc

ed study and may have been developed in other countries.

57• An even more serious difficulty is the subject matter specialists'

limited understanding of the dynamics of the instructional process. In

the final analysis it is not what the. instructor says but what the learner

hears and reacts to which makes the difference. An important dimension

of effective teaching is a relating of the known to the unknown, a moving

frbm the experienced to new experiences, a building of bridges from

familiar to new ideas. To do this calls for sensitivity to the learner

to•the psychological climate of the learning situation and skill in

involving the learner in active participation. For this the subject ,

matter specialist is ill-prepared since the emphasis in his own. training

was on a content area and there was seldom attention to the nature of '

human beings, their characteristics and their motivations. Furthermore

■ teaching models derived from his own educational experience may .not

be helpful. Universities, instructing a highly selected part of the

population which has taleut for and interest in knowledge of an abstract

nature and able to leave responsibility entirely to the student, can

perhaps afford to ignore problems of student motivation and instructional

method. This is certainly not appropriate with a "broader sample of.the

population.

58. The richest sources of motivation lies in the experiences, the

problems and the concerns of the learners themselves. To tap these

calls for a climate of mutual interest and trust among the learners and

development of initiative and responsibility within the group. In this

connexion two high level seminars underwritten by the Ford Foundation

may point toward a useful approach. One seminar took place at Dar es Salaam

in I962 and the other at Enugu in 1963, The participants were in each case
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a group of high level officials from different English speaking countries

in east and west Africa who were given leave by their Governments in

order to attend. They were thus enabled to meet informally and represented

no one but themselves. The participants prepared their own agenda while

the organizers remained in the background. The discussions were chaired

by members of the group.

.59. The approach in these seminars is suggestive for it recognizes

several important principles:

(a) Individuals are most involved when they discuss problems of

real concern to themselves, ■ .

(b) Individuals can use each other as well as the instructor as

resources. In doing so they tap a wider range of ideas and

can test the reality of e'ach other's suggestions.

(c) The problems which confront Africans must be resolved by Africans

themselves within their'own context.

The training content . . .

60. ■'£ third aspect of the training problem is the difficulty in knowing

what to train-for. There is insufficient background material. Job'

descriptions are often unavailable. It is often' impossible to anticipate

the ■environmental circumstances in which the trainee will work.'

61. The shortage of important background material is reflected in a

recent report of a committee of staff members to the University of 35ast

Africa. The report deals with the organization of courses for the lik'in

African studies and methods for increasing the African content of "'

undergraduate syllabuses.- The poirrt is made that in many subjects a' '

basic difficulty in increasing the African content of undergraduate'courses

lies in the unavailability of texts for the students to work with. Though

great strides are being made.in African studies and original.sources-

materials may be. available the preparation of-materials-for general use

in relation to the difference cultures, governmental structures.'

various fields of public service will inevitably take many years.
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62. The" general' lack of job descriptions based upon local work studies

confronts the instructor with difficult problems. He is often forced to

teach in terms of specifications and examinations developed in other

societies and such information may or may not be relevant. He frequently

finds it necessary to cover a broad range of content hoping that \)y

doing so what is most important for the trainee to know will be included.

His problems are further complicated by the lack of standard procedures

as already cited in relation to registry practice. In effect until the

organizational descriptions, the handbooks of practices, .and the job

descriptions become available the instructor is forced to.rely on his

own judgement of what the trainee should knowo How widely these judge

ments vary can be illustrated by naming some of the topics encountered

in concentrated.courses for officers of the administrative class in the

curricula of several civil service systems. There were history of

constitutional government in England, English (in one case the study of a

relatively little known writer of the sixteenth century) automobile

repair, tours of local industries, three weeks in an.-outward ."hound-type

course, community development, mathematics, study of local history, .etc.

In each instance the instructor -felt,he had a.good reason for including

the particular content. The point is that the lack of knowledge, .of what

the trainees would be called upon to do forced the instructor ;to rely solely

upon his own judgement of what it was most important for the trainees, to

know," ■

63o A limited knowledge of the environment in which the trainee will

work also handicaps the instructor,, What can we really say about the.

conditions and influences which will affect a trainees' performance?, ■ A

civil service system manned by indigenous personnel takes, on -different

characteristics and a new flavor because it reflects local, circumstances,,

64. -;Fpr:;instance, how different would some- civil- service systems appear

l-.f ir.nsfjea-& of ■ making a chart of. the administrative1 posts one made a sociometric

study, showing who is r©.-la-ted to whom through fari'J.y ties or tribal membership?

In soihq ■ systems .we would1 probably have an "entirely different picture'of

the organization and the communication channels. This is natural. There
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is "behind every formal organization a less public but equally.a

structure.1 We all tend to trust and to share' information with, those wo.th

whom we feel we have most in common. The relevant point is that the . ^

disappearance of the expatriate' who was typically in charge of .the. office

and usually remained outside of issues, of tribal jealousies and dis.tru.st

changes the'dynamics and the emotional .climate in the,..staff group. Th^e

Indigenous official who replaces the expatriate-is not only subject. tf»

expectations1 and pressures from-his own group but may be the object .•£.

distrust1'from individuals of ■■other, groups ■ no matter how just he .may bp*

65. It is difficult to say what this means for training as we- talk ■■-'

about the characteristics, the responsibilities'and the role of a public

•fficial. Let us for example consider the position of an. African whpy,

replaces an expatriate in an accounting, position. How great is hiB:- : .,

privacy compared with that of his precedessor? Is. the same kiryi. of da*a

available to him?' Is he as free to; ask for information?. .What, new kinds, of

Influences- must he ta;:e into' account as he carries out ,his, work? Can he

afford to ignore direct' or indirect pressures of family members if. they

choose- to apply them? Or of powerful individuals in the community who may

affect the "security of his position? How does he see his job? Is he emotionally

••nstituted to think in terms of. an .entity we call the public. wb,en.;tha

Sense of national identity has only.begun to emerge in his society? ; .:Ke

'Cannot answer such questions. In many:cases the-emerging.societies ,are too

new for us to know.1 We can,' however, say-that host.of new variables .must

be taken into account when we are analyzing and discussing the work, in an

Africanized office. ■ . ■ ■■. . . :. ,.■■:..;;- ■ ■-.;■;.■

66, Thus, at every level, knowledge of the nature of the jobs,-knowledge

•f the environmental forces in the work situation, and the broader informa

tion which can place the first two in perspective, the instructor is

handicapped by inadequate information and often a lack of appropriate

teaching materials, ■' .
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The■ trainee - i ; .. .. ..r. .

-67. A limited understanding of the trainee and the forces which influence

his feelings, -his interests and thinking present another source of

difficulty "in training.. There, may he many reasons for the frequent failure

to" "motivate the student. The subject matter may be.too unfamiliar to his

wcrldof experience. There may be elements .in the instructional situation

wnich prevent him from responding. There may. be deeper, personal problems

wife"which the instructor cannot hope to.deal. . Jn the present state of

our knowledge it is only possible to say there- is a.-need for. much more

information about the trainee and his background if the instructor is t.

be of maximum help to him, .-.

6*. "■■ Materials which, enable the students to bring their own experiences

to bear upon a subject may .offer a partial solution.. . The, .shift, to situations

withwhioh the trainees had experience resulted, in a marked increase in

"■ interest "and participation and makesit possible to build bridges to the

analysis of comparable problems in the civil service setting. The. ordering

*f priorities of attitudes and behaviours varies much with, different,

Cultures. For instance,-a village .meeting situation was recently .set up

withr:a group of administrative officers enrolled in.a course in an . .

institute of Public Administration. The problem-involved a group of#t

village leaders who have been called,together by one of the members to

eonsider: building a village hall..:: Unlike, many occasions when this problem

had been used the* trainees", with degrees from African universities and

abroad, were all members of a particular tribal, group, In. playing, and

after discussing, replaying the parts in the scene,, the most important

features which emerged.were an exaggerated deference to the senior person

who became, a stereotype, a meticulous attention to; form and etiquette^

and minimal. ..attention,to..the. realities of the problem. The group was

reliving dynamics which .frequently, occur in the society and we were able

to identify and analyze some of the problems they create and some of their

own attitudes which interfere with getting work accomplished.
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69. The nature of the relationship "between teacher and student is an

important variable in any' instructional situation. Mutual trust,and

acceptance'tend to stimulate a sharing of experiences and joint effort

to explore'" new horizons. There are, however, many subtle considerations

affecting relationships "between persons. These may also involve much more

than the circumstances existing between the two individuals.

70. We normally know little of the most important things which influence

the learning readiness of those who participate in courses. If we expect

tb only give information and technical skills we may be relatively unconcerned,

"If we are interested in" the growth and development of the trainee as an

individual whose attitudes, behaviour and creativity are.of importance to

the organisation the problem assumes different dimensions. There are

always differences of status, fears of ridicule and retaliation and feelings

of inadequacy to interfere with the full use of the individual's potential.

71. It,may be appropriate, at this point,to mention another series of.

traini.ng activities supported in. 'Collaboration ;with local ;organizations

by the Ford Foundation... These are one .week programmer for leaders iin ;the

public organizations.and private .firms.called "Workshops in Staff: Development

and. Human Relations". , Some have been international in scoperwi:tli ■■ ■..-■■

participants from both east and west. Africa, others .regional and :o.ithers

for specific occupational:.groups. To date fourteen have been .held in ■

west Africa and two in., east Africa,. . ,, ■ . . : .

72. The programme in these workshops which are modelled somewhat on

similar types of training for management in some countries of Europe and

the United. States focusses on -the'participant fs iearning'through experienc

ing and reflecting on his experiences in a variety of group situationsa

.The participant is assigned to a group which with the help of a trainer

■studies its own experiences as it develops. He takes part in"a variety

of demonstrations such as one communication and role playing exercises such

as the-village meeting. ■■ He views -and-'"analyzes carefully selected films,

hea,rs. lectures aimed at conceptualizing what he has experienced," and

receives help from others in diagnosing a back-home' problem of 'his' own

selection. The training is intended..to stimulate greater self-awareness
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and increased sensitivity to one's own role in situations, to further

growth in leadership skills and to faster understanding of some of the

problems of "bringing about change in groups. One hundred former workshop

participants have recently been interviewed a year or more subsequent tc

training in an attempt to appraise the impact of such workshop experience.

The protocols of these interviews are being analyzed and a report will be

available at a later date,

73« It is natural that each person defines the training problem and

seeks"answers in terms of the'imperatives of the position which he holds

and the characteristics and problems of the institution with which he is

associated. This may be as well for the realities are such that there is no

unitary solution. Progress will come as a result of movement.on many i^uts

The importance of a new attitude toward training and an exploration, of its

potentialities "'in terms of organizational development as well as in terms

of the growth of the ^individual staff member has been indicated, There1 -is an

equal need'for the development of training personnel armed with improved

instructional "methods.. There is a lack of materials of a background nature

and of more ^specific- character such as organizational information and job

descriptions.' Our knowledge of the trainee is limited and our'"skill in

tapping, the sources of his motivation often inadequate." The situation calls

for widespread effort, extensive experimentation and- the exchange of '"

materials and information about successful practices.' ' '"

Summary

' ■' ' ' ' %l
7 4* The problems of personnel m&nagement and training in public organiza

tions and. private firms have been presented in terms of prople- because/

they are the basic material of all organizations. In the.final analysis

it is persons as individuals and in groups who.determine how-effectively

a system works and the degree to which its goals are achieved. .Training

cannot therefore be limited to job. skills but must take., into: account the

problems of developing attitudes and behaviour in terms cf the existing

psycho-social realities of Africa. . : . .:.--.




